The role of tryptophanyl residues in heavy meromyosin as studied by chemical modification with 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl bromide.
1. Two moles of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl group bound selectively to one mole of heavy meromyosin when it was treated with 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl bromide, a specific reagent for tryptophanyl residues. The binding with ADP, the size of the initial burst of Pi liberation and the difference absorption spectrum with and without ADP of the bound 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl groups were measured with heavy meromyosin modified with various amounts of reagent. The properties of the modified heavy meromyosin did not change until the molar binding ratio of the reagent, rH, was about 1, but the properties changed remarkably when rH increased from 1 to 2. 2. Subfragment-1 was prepared from the modified heavy meromyosin by trypsin [EC 3.4.21.4] digestion. The molar binding ratio of the reagent in subfragment-1, rS, was found to be less than 0.1 when rH of the starting heavy meromyosin was less than 0.8. However, rS was about 0.5 in subfragment-1 prepared from heavy meromyosin of rH about 2. The results indicate that only one mole of 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl group, which was bound with lower reactivity than the other, was bound to a head part of heavy meromyosin. 3. Subfragment-1 fraction prepared from the modified heavy meromyosin could be separated into two fractions by DE-32 cellulose column chromatography; the subfragment-1 portion which eluted later showed a higher rS than that eluted in front. The binding with ADP, the size of the initial burst of Pi liberation and the difference absorption spectrum induced by ATP were measured with the modified subfragment-1 separated by DE-32 cellulose column chromatography. The ADP-binding ability and the size of the initial burst were not dependent on rS, and coincided with those of subfragment-1 prepared from unmodified heavy meromyosin. 4. The results of ADP binding studies suggest that heavy meromyosin is constituted from nonidentical subunits, and that there is an interaction between them which controls the ADP binding. Two tryptophanyl residues having specific reactivity toward 2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl bromide are assumed to be involved in the interaction.